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Welcome to our November ENewsletter
We are coming to the end of the year and wow, what a year it has been. We are not quite
finished with our events yet but we are looking forward to some well earned down time
during January.

In the news:
One significant recent development that reinforces the work of Reclaim Your Curves is
the Cancer Australia Statement "Influencing best practice in breast
cancer". Launched on Pink Ribbon Day, the Influencing Best Practice in Breast
Cancer statement identifies 12 key appropriate and inappropriate practices, including
Practice 11/ Not appropriate to perform a mastectomy without first discussing with the
patient the options of immediate or delayed breast reconstruction. This is a step in the
right direction and we hope that it encourages doctors across Australia raise the bar in
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Our achievements:
in the last 12 months we have:

held 3 Breast Reconstruction Awareness Events
attended 9 BCNA Information Forums
spoken at 6 breast cancer or breast reconstruction seminars
welcomed 861 new members into our networks
distributed 3000 Postcards across Australia
given out 150 health professional packs
created our Medical Advisory Group
created patient information sheets through feedback from our community
hosted more than 20 Peer Support lunches across Australia
written several media stories
interviewed key health professionals for our Conversations
had 40,000 website page views

Volunteers:
This amazing achievement is the work of volunteers who are committed to informing
and supporting women about their choices. These ladies work tirelessly around their paid
work and other commitments to ensure women are welcomed and connected and
ultimately empowered to participate in their decision making.

Sponsors:
To achieve some of our work we are generously supported by organisations who
believe what we do is important.

We hope to continue these valuable partnerships and develop new partnerships in
2017 to continue to develop our resources and drive our cause to empower women
with information and to provide support during difficult times.

Donations:
Thank you also to our many individual supporters who have donated in support of
our work. A small donation goes a long way in Reclaim Your Curves, you can donate
here to give us a boost. 100% of dollars received go directly toward putting information
into the hands of consumers.
If you are currently undergoing procedures, we wish you all the best, from the Reclaim
Your Curves Team XX
Enjoy reading more about our work below...

http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Like our public Facebook page or Share our website
Health Professionals  we have a conveniently sized Postcard Invitation you can
order to give to your patients during a consultation or to display in your waiting
room.

Order FREE postcards online

NEW  Breast Reconstruction Gallery

One of the most important decision tools for breast reconstruction is to view images from
women. This can help you to have a realistic expectation about what you can expect. This new
website feature has been created using images generously donated from our community.
After many requests it is finally here and we will continue to add more images in the future.

http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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reconstruction. It is important to understand that every woman has a unique experience and
outcome based on many factors.
Go to the the member area or subscribe to view

Latest news and Conversations

Cancer Australia Statement: “Influencing best practice in
breast cancer"
Launched on Pink Ribbon Day, the Influencing Best Practice in Breast Cancer statement identifies
12 key appropriate and inappropriate practices, from diagnosis to palliative care. The Statement
includes discussing breast reconstruction options with a woman before she undergoes a
mastectomy.
Link to the 12 practces
Link to Practice 11: "Not appropriate to perform a mastectomy without first discussing with the
patient the options of immediate or delayed breast reconstruction"
Watch the video here

They're not "just boobs"
In response to a recent 60 Minutes episode featuring a young mum who had been recently
diagnosed with breast cancer, it is shocking to our community of women who have faced
mastectomy, that the reporter referred to this young women's breasts as "just boobs".

http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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This morning one of our wonderful members Bronwyn Davidson from the Central Coast NSW and
her daughter Erin from Mt Isa QLD spoke with Scott Levi ABC Central Coast about their
experiences with breast cancer and breast reconstruction. Erin was speaking before being
wheeled in for exchange to implant surgery. This is the final step in her two stage reconstruction
process. Later today we heard Erin is out of surgery and doing well.

Events

Reclaim Your Curves Peer Support Lunches

RYC Lunches are where women meet to connect and share with each other about their breast
reconstruction experiences. Conversation covers many topics as you would expect whenever
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Central Coast lunch guest Carol Campbell animating her positive wellness thoughts for us.
Carol represents a local Encore program and Feather Touch Massage an Wellness Centre.

Another Central Coast guest Cosmetic Tattooist Jan Livingstone. Jan chatted to us about how
she contributes to the final touches of a womans reconstruction. You can find her service here.

http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Another big turn out in Perth at the August lunch. Lead by the amazing Leone, this group has
guest speakers regularly.

No lunch event in your area?

If you would like to become an RYC Ambassador and host Peer Support
social events in your area, please get in touch with us

Introducing Yvonne
This lovely lady is a new RYC Ambassador in Victoria in the Wangaratta area. Yvonne
is a nurse and is keen to connect, support and help to inform local women about their
breast reconstruction options. If you are in this area look out for lunch dates
commencing in 2017.

Breast Reconstruction Awareness Events
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Breast Reconstruction Awareness Events are held in rural locations. To date we have had 3
very successful events in regional NSW. We have several more in the planning stages for
2017. Our events are funded by AirXpanders who generously provide the means for Reclaim
Your Curves to reach out to regional and rural women while engaging the local health
professionals.

Learn more about our past event here Breast Reconstruction Awareness Events
Reclaim Your Curves also attends the majority of Breast Cancer Network Australia rural
Information Forums as an exhibitor. At these events we are privileged to speak with many
women who are considering breast reconstruction. RYC provides information and resources at
these events.

Breast Reconstruction Awareness Event
Orange NSW October 2016
On the evening of Monday 31st October the Breast Reconstruction Awareness Event took
place in Orange NSW. This region is well supported by health professionals who value to
needs of their patients when it comes to their surgical choices post mastectomy.
Presenters on the night included Dr James French, Head of Breast Surgery at the Westmead
Breast Cancer Institute, Dr Peter Fox, Medical Oncologist, Daffodil Cottage Chemotherapy
Unit, Bathurst, Dr Rohit Kumar, Consultant Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon, Nepean Public
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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The evening was attended by almost 100 women and their support people as well as local
health professionals keen to understand more about the process involved in
breast reconstruction.
The audience heard from some very special ladies who shared their personal and very unique
stories, sharing their decision making processes, the techniques they chose and the journey
they travelled. Speakers included one woman who chose no reconstruction which is of course
a valid choice to make.
The participants had the opportunity to chat with exhibitors including Encore, Dragons Abreast,
the Wig Library, Look Good Feel Better, an exercise physiologist and lingerie specialist.
Feedback from the audience was positive and women felt more informed and empowered to
make decisions that suit them in consultation with their health professional team.
We are looking forward to planning future events throughout 2017.

Breast Reconstructon Awareness Event
Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide November 2016
Nothing can beat person to person information sharing for breast reconstruction.
Reclaim Your Curves attended the 3rd annual Flinders Centre for Innovation BRA Event in
Adelaide. It was a wonderful opportunity for women to connect with key surgeons and other
health professionals to discuss options for breast reconstruction. Nurse Practitioner for Breast
Reconstruction, Andrea Smallman, delivered the basics in short presentations and former
patients shared their experiences with each other. Then participants could have one on one
time with surgeons and former patients as well as the exhibitors.
After some years involved with women and breast reconstruction, I have seen my fair share of
reconstructed breasts and its safe to say that after last night I have nipple envy. What an
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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bit of a veteran but I always learn something new at these types of events.
It was also a wonderful bonus to meet RYC members in person, Tanya, pictured below, is a
member of the RYC Facebook community and spoke to women about the benefits of being
involved with such an amazingly supportive and informative group of women.

Services Directory  SUBSCRIBE

Service Directory  Nipple and breast tattooing
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This is where you will find providers of nipple tattooing in some locations in Victoria, ACT and
NSW. We need many more, please let us know your contacts for this service.

Service Directory  Bra fitting, breast prosthesis and lingerie
This is where you will find bra and prosthesis retailers from all over Australia. Including some
retailers of beautiful lingerie made especially for the breast cancer survivor.

Service Directory  Physical health and well being
There are some wonderfully supportive therapies and services for breast cancer survivors and
to assist with the recovery from breast surgery. Find some here, if you know more we would
love to know about them.

Get Connected

http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Connecting with women with experience gives you practical insight in the surgical and recovery
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period that anyone who has not been there simply cannot describe. For many women joining a
support group, either face to face or online, is a great way to exchange stories and images.
Some ladies like the opportunity to touch a “real fake” breast to judge for themselves how that
might feel for them.
There are 3 ways to Get Connected
Face to face
Online
On the Phone

Ask an Expert
This feature is for you to use to contact a health professional to get some general advice about
topics related to breast reconstruction.
Using this feature you are welcome to ask questions directly to the participating
specialists. Responses will be general in nature and should not replace the medical advice of
your own practitioner or health professional. These experts give their time in a voluntary
capacity to support women seeking information.
Remember....there are no silly questions.
How is this forum different?
This forum is especially helpful for support people. Until now our online communities have
been strictly patients only. But this new forum is a place that family members can ask questions
on behalf of their loved one. Perhaps mum is not tech savy and unable to participate online
herself. This forum is a perfect place to ask questions on her behalf.
In this forum anyone can ask a general question and ask question directly to participating
health professionals. Participation can be anonymous.
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Print resources

Download or order stock here

WHAT DOES RECLAIM YOUR CURVES DO?
http://us11.campaignarchive1.com/?u=22a0194e4ddd2cbe26b5833ab&id=44c11df57a
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Our current activities include:
Facilitation of the BCNA Breast Reconstruction Online Group
Online community managing Reclaim Your Curves closed Facebook group:
We have 2 online communities with 5 volunteers facilitators working every
day to connect new people and to help members find the information they
need.
Developing and facilitating face to face support groups around Australia.
Currently we have groups in Perth WA, Melbourne VIC, Brisbane QLD,
Central Coast NSW, and Sydney NSW..
Our Ambassadors actively promote Reclaim Your Curves to health
professionals and breast cancer support organisations through one on one
meetings and presentations. We encourage health professionals to
participate in the Postcard Invitation Program which assists women to find
our information website and the support of others.
Development of the clinical online information and fact sheets
Research daily for current news and information relevant for Australian
women, this information is bought to you through Latest News on our website
and through our Facebook PAGE
Facilitate educational sessions through rural Australia

WHY IS YOUR MEMBERSHIP IMPORTANT?
One of the most influential aspects of Reclaim Your Curves is the number of
members we have in our communities. This is our evidence that information and
support for breast reconstruction is in demand by the women who need it. We are
growing steadily everyday, our current membership includes:

Current member registrations 2,140
(an increase of 861 in the last 12 months)
We are a fledgling organisation but with your membership we can all help make a
difference to women reclaiming their curves after breast cancer.

Follow us

Visit us
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Copyright © Reclaim Your Curves 2015. All rights reserved.
Contact us:
Reclaim Your Curves Ltd
ABN 84 605 296 197
support@reclaimyourcurves.org.au
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